
Barovier&Toso opens its first shop-in-shop in Dubai  
 
 

 
September 2018 – On one of the main streets of the exclusive Design District in Dubai, home of the 
most famous fashion and furnishings brands and a reference point for the local creative 
community, Barovier&Toso has opened its first shop-in-shop, a display space located inside 
Archiade Atelier, presenting a selection of iconic chandeliers, timeless bestsellers and new 
offerings, all crafted in fine Murano glass.  
 
The company tells its story through the original Venezia 1295, Florian and Rosati collections, 
extraordinary examples of the design freedom that sets the brand apart in terms of forms, colours 
and compositional solutions. The Camparino table lamps catch the eye as small objects of 
remarkable theatrical impact, in which the traditional rostral technique is combined with 
technological innovation, namely a sensor that permits on-off control and adjustment of the light 
with a single movement of the hand. The Prèsident chandelier takes centre stage with its 
sophisticated craftsmanship and lavish pendants: a dramatic masterpiece suitable for the most 
exclusive interiors and entrances.  
 
The plan of international expansion of Barovier&Toso proceeds from one success to another, and 
the company has chosen Dubai for its strategic role as a crossroads of various cultures and the 
main markets of the Middle East. For years now the emirate has facilitated constructive interaction 
between European expertise and Arabian and Asian clients, through on-going development of its 
urban area to attract an increasingly cosmopolitan public in search of exclusive, high-quality 
shopping experiences.  
 
“We are very pleased to announce this new opening: an achievement that confirms 
Barovier&Toso’s major commitment to a policy of internationalisation that views the United Arab 
Emirates as an informed market with a taste for the fine detail and inimitable style of our 
chandeliers – says Stefano Pranovi, Sales & Marketing Director. “We have chosen the Design 
District of Dubai for its important role as a reference point for architects, designers and residential 
clients. This temple of luxury and interior design is the ideal location in which to present the best of 
production Made in Italy by Barovier&Toso.”  
 
A perfect harmony of lights and colours: inside the atelier every product has been carefully 
selected to create a refined, elegant atmosphere, the same one that pervades the residences, 
hotels, boutiques and public buildings around the world that have already chosen the unique 
charm of Barovier&Toso lamps.  
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